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In this era of rapid development, the exchanges between countries are increasing rapidly, which leads to the integration of
multiculturalism and its impact on the local culture, making it diluted. Taking the plastic art features of the nomadic
civilization in the northern grasslands as an example, the plastic art features of the nomadic civilization are very rich, including
color, texture, shape, and local characteristics; the use of traditional methods will lead to poor feature effects, and it is difficult
to obtain high-level information. There will also be problems with image recognition. With the hot development of deep
learning, for these problems, its advantages and characteristics are introduced and applied to the characteristics of plastic arts,
and a deep and shallow network is constructed as its input and feature recognition, which solves the problem of image feature
recognition. At the same time, the convolution idea is introduced to enlarge its features, which is more conducive to feature
recognition, extraction, and analysis. For the neural network model of deep learning, the traditional optimization algorithm is
changed to the Adam optimization algorithm, which solves the problem of decreasing accuracy, improves the accuracy of
prediction, and makes it more stable. From the final experimental results, it is not difficult to find that the feature algorithm
greatly improves the accuracy rate under different noises, and the time consumption of the algorithm operation is also
reduced. The traditional algorithm of the deep learning neural network model is changed to the Adam optimization algorithm,
which also improves the prediction accuracy and makes it more stable. In the future development, the unsaturated function
can be used as the activation function to optimize or change the model feature algorithm to make the model easier to build
and have better training effects.

1. Introduction

In the context of the Internet, there is hot development
based on deep learning and neural networks [1–5], making
it penetrate into various fields [6–10]. Because it has many
excellent features, such as a huge database as a support, it
can learn through layer-by-layer and feature abstraction,
and it can imitate the distributed representation of human
knowledge data. These advantages are exploited in the rec-
ognition, extraction, and analysis of image features. In par-
ticular, for the northern steppe nomadic civilization
[11–15], its plastic arts are very rich, including color, texture,
shape, and local features, and deep learning can replace tra-

ditional methods to build deep and shallow networks as its
input and feature recognition, which solves the problem of
image feature recognition. At the same time, the convolution
idea is introduced to enlarge its features, which is more con-
ducive to feature recognition, extraction, and analysis. In
this paper, the feature algorithm and the traditional optimi-
zation algorithm are changed to the Adam optimization
algorithm, which improves the accuracy of the algorithm
and reduces the calculation time of the algorithm. At the
same time, it also solves the problem that the accuracy of
the model decreases in the process of feature extraction
and improves the prediction accuracy, making it more
stable.
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2. An Overview of the Plastic Art Features of
Deep Learning

With the in-depth study of the cultures of various ethnic
groups, special attention is paid to ethnic minorities, includ-
ing the northern grassland nomads, and the characteristics
of their plastic arts are analyzed. With the hot development
of deep learning, its characteristics are integrated into fea-
ture extraction and analysis. In order to solve the problem
of image recognition, deep and shallow network input and
feature recognition processing structures are generated. At
the same time, the convolution idea of deep learning is intro-
duced to amplify the color, texture, shape, and local charac-
teristics of the plastic parts of the northern nomadic
civilization, which is convenient for machine identification,
extraction, and analysis.

2.1. Convolutional Neural Networks for Deep Learning. With
the in-depth research of deep learning, its advantages and
characteristics are gradually enlarged, making it penetrate
into more and more fields. Among them, for feature extrac-
tion, based on the method of deep learning, the extracted
plastic art features are used for retrieval through the idea
of convolution. There are three methods: one is the hybrid
method, that is, in the CNN network, wherein the image
area is inputted from the input layer of the network, and
then, feature extraction is performed on the CNN network;
the second is the generative method, whose structure can
describe the top-level related characteristics of the network
input data; the third is the discriminative method, which
can perform classification, discrimination, and
strengthening.

Deep networks rely on big data to make their learning
and abstraction very superior. Through layer-by-layer learn-
ing and feature abstraction, the initial input is transformed
into the representation of abstract features [16], enabling
better recognition and classification of image features,
because it can imitate the distributed representation of
human knowledge data and then realize the abstraction of
high-level features from primary features. Moreover, the fea-
ture outputs of each layer of the deep network are σ proc-
essed by functions to achieve nonlinear feature dimension
reduction. The sigmoid (σ) function in the article is used
as the activation function of the model, and the advantages
are continuous and smooth. In this paper, for the hidden
layer neuron output, a real number, can be processed to
the last (0, 1) interval. Its function definition is

f xð Þ = 1
1 + e−x

: ð1Þ

Range is (0, 1), where the derivative of the function is

f ′ xð Þ = 1
1 + e−x

1 − 1
1 + e−x

� �
= f xð Þ 1 − f xð Þð Þ: ð2Þ

Function characteristics are as follows: when x = 10 or
-10, f ′ðxÞ ≈ 10; when x = 0, f ′ðxÞ = 0:25.

Among them, what is interesting is that in order to solve
the problem of image feature recognition, shallow and deep
network input and feature recognition structures have been
proposed successively [17], as shown in Figures 1 and 2.
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Figure 1: Shallow network input and feature recognition.
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Figure 2: Deep network input and feature recognition.
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By comparing the structure diagrams of the two, it can
be seen that the input and processing mechanisms of the
shallow and deep networks are significantly different, and
the normal operation of the shallow network requires man-
ual feature extraction. The deep network is to gradually
complete the reconstruction of image features in the absence
of artificially extracted features.

Introduce the idea of transposed convolution, change the
multiplication relationship between the matrix and the vec-
tor, and combine the eigenvectors decomposed by the input
feature with the convolution kernel to form the transposi-
tion of the original matrix. In this way, the addition vector
of the relevant eigenvectors can be obtained. That is, we
zoom in on the feature. Figure 3 shows the process of trans-
posing convolution for up-acquisition.

2.2. Characteristics of Plastic Arts of Nomadic Civilization in
Northern Grasslands. In view of the premise of deep learn-
ing, the traditional identification and extraction of the char-
acteristics of nomadic plastic arts in the northern grasslands
has changed due to the introduction of deep learning, that is,
using layer-by-layer pretraining to build a convolutional
neural network and adding multiple hidden layers to
improve computer performance. And other types of termi-
nal equipment are used to identify and extract its features,
obtain more information, and finally filter the obtained fea-
ture information through step-by-step abstraction, thereby
reducing various environmental and human interferences.

Among them, for the nomadic plastic parts of the north-
ern grasslands, including ethnic buildings, ethnic costumes,
murals, decoration designs, unique ethnic characters and
calligraphy, carvings, etc., for these distinctive artistic fea-
tures that are different from the Central Plains culture, more
information is needed during extraction. Different features
of each region should be classified and extracted to ensure
that this feature information can be completely extracted.
The characteristics of plastic arts are divided into the
following:

(1) Color characteristics: for the northern grassland
nomadic democracy, with regard to its clothing,
utensils, modeling artworks, etc., all have extremely
rich colors, and there are various color mixing and
matching. When extracting them, the color moment,

color histogram, and color aggregation vector, fur-
ther analysis of these features is required

Among them, the color moment for plastic art feature
extraction is to describe the color distribution by calculating
the moment, which is a simple and efficient color feature
expression method. The advantage of this feature extraction
method is that it does not need to quantify the color space
inside the image area, and the obtained feature vector has
a low dimension. The disadvantage is also obvious; that is,
the feature retrieval efficiency of this feature extraction
method is low, so it is usually used to filter images in practi-
cal applications to reduce the scope of retrieval. Its extrac-
tion process is as follows:

μi =
1
N
〠
N

j=1
pi,j, ð3Þ

σi =
1
N
〠
N

j=1
pi,j − μi

 !1/2

, ð4Þ

si =
1
N
〠
N

j=1
pi,j − μi

� �3 !1/3

: ð5Þ

Among them, pi,j represents the j-th color component of
the N-th pixel of the i image, and j represents the number of
all pixels in the image.

(2) Texture features: texture features can distinguish the
differences between ethnic clothing and craft decora-
tions, including the color of clothing, roughness of
fabrics, shape, stripes, color matching, and surface
smoothness of decorations and crafts. It is character-
ized by calculating a value in the image and quanti-
fying the feature of the grayscale change in the
image area. Generally, there are two ways to express
texture features: one is the cooccurrence matrix,
which describes the texture features by the relativity
of the image gray space and the other is the local
binary pattern (LBP) [18]. Among them, the local
binary mode mainly obtains image texture features

Figure 3: Transposed convolution acquisition process.
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by comparing the size of the LBP operator and its
field

For the spatial grayscale cooccurrence matrix in texture
features, it starts from pixels whose grayscale is n ∗ n, and
the statistical i distance from is

σ = dx2 + dy2ð Þ1/2: ð6Þ

Grayscale is the j pixel, the probability of occurrence is Pði
, j, σ, θÞ, and its mathematical expression formula is as fol-
lows:

P i, j, σ, θð Þ = x, yð Þ, x + dx, y + dyð Þ½ � f x, yð Þ = i, f x + dx, y + dyð Þ = jjf g:
ð7Þ

The local binary pattern in the image texture feature is a
description of the operator of the local texture feature of the
image. The scene is also very broad. Its specific expression
process is as follows:

LBP xc, ycð Þ = 〠
p−1

p=0
2ps ip − ic
� �

: ð8Þ

Among them, ðxc, ycÞ represents the coordinates of the
center pixel, in which p is the first p pixel of the ip field,
which represents the gray value of the field pixel; ic repre-
sents the gray value of the center pixel; and sðxÞ represents
the sign function, as shown below:

s xð Þ =
1, x ≥ 0,
0, x < 0:

(
ð9Þ

(3) Shape feature: for the shape feature of the image,
there are two main extraction methods: one is the
contour feature, which [19] extracts the edge infor-
mation of the overall image contour, and the other
is the regional feature, which is the shape features
are extracted

(4) Local features: generally, global features are used for
retrieval. The disadvantage is that the false detection
rate is high. Therefore, local features are used for
retrieval based on this to improve the accuracy

However, before the feature extraction of plastic arts,
environmental factors, such as national clothing deforma-
tion, partial occlusion, wrinkles on clothes, lighting, and
noise, make the pictures that need feature extraction blurred,
with uneven lighting distribution, distortion, etc. problems,
so that the feature information is damaged, the extracted fea-
tures are incomplete, etc. In order to solve this problem, it is
necessary to preprocess the image, so that the image before
processing can be restored to the shooting environment as
much as possible, and the complete information can be

retained as much as possible. The processing method is as
follows.

2.2.1. Image Bilateral Filtering Processing. This method
mainly removes redundant noise in images (including video
files) while ensuring that the graphics files are not overly dis-
torted. According to the actual situation, reasonably reduce
the white noise area in the target image and improve the rec-
ognition accuracy.

However, high-pass filters are processed in high dimen-
sions, so we all need to introduce bilateral amplification cir-
cuits to incorporate spatial information and the degree of
correlation between pixel values. In addition to the plane
range, it is considered that the influence of the five central
pixels on the edge pixels is greatly reduced, and we can bet-
ter save the screen pixel values at the edge of the image.

The mathematical formula is as follows:

g:x5y4 = ∑k5l f :k5l4ω:x5y5k5l4
∑k5lω:x5y5k5l4

⋅ 5: ð10Þ

The mathematical expression of the domain kernel is

d:x5y5k5l4 = exp −
:x − k42+:yl42

2σ2r

� 	
⋅ 5: ð11Þ

In the formula, d is the Gaussian variance.
The mathematical expression of the range kernel is

r:x5y5k5l4 = exp −
f :x5y4 − f :k5l4k k2

2σ2r

" #
: ð12Þ

The mathematical expression of the bilateral filtering
weight function is

ω:x5y5k5l4 = exp −
:x − k42+:y − l42

2σ2d
−

f :x5y4 − f :k5l4k k2
2σ2r

" #
:

ð13Þ

2.2.2. Image Equalization Processing. The target image after
bilateral filtering will be distorted to a certain extent. We also
need to perform histogram equalization processing on it and
then nonlinearly change some parts of the target image
where the gray values are more aggregated. It should be
noted that the order of gray value arrangement of the origi-
nal image cannot be changed.

The steps of histogram equalization are as follows:

Step 1. Assume that the original image has a total L of gray
levels, which are represented by f iði = 0, 1, 2,⋯, L − 1Þ.

Step 2. The number of pixels that meet the conditions is
counted, the grayscale is set as ni, and its mathematical
expression is

pf :f i4 =
ni
n

⋅ 5: ð14Þ
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In the formula, i = 0, 1, 2,⋯, L − 1 ; n is the total number of
pixels.

Step 3. Calculate the probability distribution function:

C:k4 = 〠
k

i=0
pf :f i ⋅ 45k = 51, 52,⋯, 5L − 1: ð15Þ

Step 4. For the output image, set the gray level to have a level
M, gjðj = 0, 1, 2,⋯,M − 1Þ, and the given gj mathematical
expression is

gj = int :gmax − gmin4 ⋅ C:j4 + gmin + 0:5½ �: ð16Þ

Note: gmax indicates the maximum gray value.

2.2.3. Image Illumination Interference Suppression Processing
Method. This method is mainly for the process of backlight
recognition, when strong light interferes with the light-
taking process of the photosensitive original of the view-
finder. Before processing the target image, the 3D environ-
ment contrast of the target image is improved by means of
the nonlinear transformation of illumination. Of course, this
is not a perfect processing method. A common drawback is
that the target image has too dark or too bright areas that
cannot be recognized due to changes in lighting conditions.

The quotient image theory is based on the quotient
image algorithm and Retinex theory. The target image is
connected with the source image through the numerator
and denominator relationship. Let the source image be Iðx
, yÞ and the target image (quotient image) be Qðx, yÞ. Its
mathematical expression is

Q:x5y4 = I:x5y4
Î:x5y4

⋅ 5: ð17Þ

The denominator in the formula concentrates on the
original image processed by the smooth feedback circuit,
but the filtering effect is more prominent, and the weighted
Gaussian resonator is used for anisotropic power amplifica-
tion to obtain the elastic processing method image.

Î:x5y4 = F ∗ I:x5y45: ð18Þ

In the formula, ð∗Þ represents the convolution opera-
tion, and F represents the filter. The filter kernel should
meet the following requirements:

1
N
〠
Ώ

WC = 15: ð19Þ

In the formula, the result of the domain addition is the
convolution kernel, N is set as the normalization factor,
and then, the value of W is weighted; C is the Gaussian
function.

There are two areas: M1 and M2 according to its thresh-
old, at the left and right ends of the threshold. For the
threshold of the target image, if it is greater than it, assign

it to 1; otherwise, assign it to 0; the mathematical expression
is as follows:

W:i5j4 =
15, I:i5j4 ∈M1,
05, I:i5j4 ∈M2:

(
ð20Þ

In this way, the convolution operation can only be per-
formed on the areas with large grayscale changes, thereby
reducing the influence of the halo effect in the case of poor
lighting conditions.

2.3. Recognition and Extraction of Plastic Art Features. For
the plastic parts of the northern nomadic civilization, the
recombination of images and videos is one of the three
major steps of digital processing, which is to evenly distrib-
ute the images into many subdomains with obvious charac-
teristics and large differences, so that the two sides do not
overlap. One of the options after processing is to upload it
to the database and use cloud computing to perform fast fea-
ture point matching, understanding, and other operations.

2.3.1. Image Feature Extraction Overview. The process of
image recognition mainly focuses on two steps: one is to
extract and select the features of the preprocessed images
and the other is to classify the images that have been deter-
mined. Among them are mainly feature extraction and selec-
tion as well as classifier design and classification
decision [20].

After completing the processing of the image, the com-
puter will identify and analyze it and then use feature extrac-
tion and feature selection to select or extract from numerous
feature sets to form subsets and then use the classifier to
classify the obtained subsets.

Step 1. Feature extraction and selection.

What plays a leading role in the success rate of image
recognition is the selection of image feature points in the
early stage. The process of feature extraction or selection is
shown in Figure 4 below. In this process, the first step is to
reduce the dimensionality of the image to obtain a subset
that can reflect the essence of the data structure, and this
subset has a higher recognition rate. After digitizing an
image, a large amount of data is generated, and now, it is
only necessary to hard code image pixel values in the spatial
domain and then compress them in time to reduce the
amount of synthetic data. (The algorithm presentation is
provided by these sections a–e). The results are critical for
subsequent classification.

Step 2. Classifier design and classification decision.
The key to the success or failure of the classifier is that

various factors in the current environment, such as pixel
mapping, viewing angle, and lighting, can affect the design
of the classifier. In addition to the above image factors, there
are classification categories, such as the time difference as the
classification standard, based on various classification cri-
teria such as user hobbies and crowd categories. The
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preprocessed image in the preface is imported into the clas-
sifier, and then, its feature points are picked, and then, a
classification decision is made, as shown in Figure 5, and it
is analyzed, evaluated, and estimated to improve the accu-
racy as much as possible.

The concept of classification is to learn a classification
function or construct a classification model on the basis of
existing data. Image classification is generally divided into
the following 5 steps: (1) use torchvision to load and nor-
malize the training and test datasets of CIFAR10; (2) define
a convolutional neural network; (3) define a loss function;
(4) on the training sample data, train the network; (5) test
the network on the test sample data.

2.3.2. Support Vector Machine (SVM) Model. SVM is a high-
performance and powerful validation set in machine learn-
ing, and it is more common in image recognition. The task
of SVM is to increase the interval of feature points in the tar-
get image to the maximum value, and the calculation is
based on the following mathematical expression:

max
wp

2
wk k : ð21Þ

Secondly, it will be changed from large to small, and the
mathematical expression is

min
wp

1
2 wk kf , s:t:yi wtxi + b

� �
≥ 1: ð22Þ

In the bilateral filtering algorithm, the expression of the
definition domain kernel, that is, the d function, selects the
weight according to the distance of the image cable. The
closer the distance, the greater the weight. This is the same
as the box filtering and Gaussian filtering. The r function
assigns weights based on pixel differences. If the two pixel
values are closer, even if they are far apart, the difference
between the pixels and the pixels that are close to each other
is greater. It is what the r function does that makes the edges
(distance apart) close but different.

In the following mathematical formula, substitute the
Lagrangian factor α to get the optimal solution algebraic for-
mula Lðw, b, αÞ.

L w, b, αð Þ = 1
2 wk k2 + 〠

m

i=1
αi 1 − yi w

txi + b
� �� �

, ð23Þ

where m is the number of samples, and then, the original
problem is transformed into

min ⋅
wp

max ⋅ L
α

: ð24Þ

For the nonunknown partial derivative in the original
formula, taking its dual, the mathematical expression is as
follows:

max
α

〠
m

i=1
αi −

1
2〠

m

i=1
〠
m

j=1
αiαjyiyjx

t
ixj: ð25Þ

Perform a quadratic programming problem through
algebraic expressions to solve the optimal value.

One of the tasks of SVM is to convert the collected data
samples of the target image from a low dimension to a high
dimension through a one-to-one correspondence similar to
a function, so as to complete the segmentation of the target
image. The value of the variable that realizes the change pro-
cess and provides high-quality help is called the kernel func-
tion, which is the inner product of the corresponding
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relationship in the Cartesian coordinate system. The so-
called function is a mathematical relationship between the
two ideal images. Using the relevant nature of the kernel
function, a complex kernel function can be constructed
and the dimension can be increased. The effect demonstra-
tion is shown in Figure 6.

We know that support vector machines can map feature
vectors from low-dimensional to high-dimensional, so the
kernel function K of this implementation process often has
nonlinear kernel functions, polynomial kernels, and Gauss-
ian kernels. The calculation formula of each kernel function
is listed below:

K xi, xj
� �

= xTi xj, ð26Þ

K xi, xj
� �

= γxTi xj + b
� �d , ð27Þ

K xi, xj
� �

= exp −γ xi − xj


 

2� �

, ð28Þ

K xi, xj
� �

= tanh γxTi xj + b
� �

: ð29Þ

This mapping process can be achieved through the above
kernel functions.

3. Improvement of Feature Algorithm and
Neural Network Optimization Function of
Deep Learning

3.1. SIFT Feature Algorithm Improvement. For the SIFT fea-
ture algorithm, it is divided into four fourth stages: First, in
order to consider the extreme point of the specific position
in the target image, the Gaussian feature number method
is introduced. Second, the image is a rectangular coordinate
system of a two-dimensional plane, the specific coordinates
of the obtained points in the target image are confirmed,
and the low-curvature and low-contrast key points of the
edge are removed with the point as a reference. Third, assign

Input space Feature space

𝛷

Figure 6: SVM kernel function rendering.

Gaussian
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I
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I

Figure 7: DOG space.
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Figure 8: Select the extreme point.
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Table 1: Performance of each algorithm under different noises.

Calculate C
σ = 10 σ = 20

NMK NCMK RCM (%) T (s) NMK NCMK RCM (%) T (s)

SIFT 774 560 72.4 10.42 656 408 62.2 9.58

PCA-SIFT 659 501 76.1 8.33 535 349 65.3 6.45

LLE-SIFT 580 488 84.2 5.92 479 353 73.8 4.29

Table 2: Performance of each algorithm under different noises.

Calculate C
σ = 40 σ = 80

NMK NCMK RCM (%) T (s) NMK NCMK RCM (%) T (s)

SIFT 545 282 51.9 8.26 179 93 52.3 5.46

PCA-SIFT 379 228 60.3 5.95 147 77 52.9 4.34

LLE-SIFT 223 131 58.9 3.35 164 94 64.5 2.47
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Figure 10: Comparison of matching accuracy of each feature algorithm under different noises.
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principal directions to vectors of feature points. Fourth, use
Euclidean distance to calculate the similarity of feature
vectors.

3.1.1. Build an Image Pyramid. The image pyramid is
divided into O groups, each group of S layers, and the rela-
tionship between the layers is defined as a progressive rela-
tionship: the upper layer is sampled from the bottom layer.
Each pixel in the DOG is set to be the extreme value in the
fixed neighborhood and the N domains corresponding to
the upper and lower layers. The feature points of the DOG
in the image are shown in Figures 7 and 8 [21].

3.1.2. Double Position Matching Criterion. In order to reduce
the error caused by feature extraction under the condition of
traditional algorithm, we introduce a double position match-
ing criterion. The specific method is as follows: first, the ratio
H of the adjacent image block to the adjacent image block is
used as the value of rough matching, and the value of H is
set to 1.0. After the rough matching is completed, the image
block values are ranked according to the similarity. Accord-
ing to the display of the matching results, decide whether to
stay or not for this match. As the corresponding points of
sample N with high correlation are used as various standards
of this common method, this paper will expound the double
matching criterion when mapping 3D to 2D on the 2D level.

In Figure 9, the points that are both ða, b, cÞ are the ref-
erence matching points in the target feature point set and the
original feature point set, respectively, and they have a pair-
wise correspondence. For △ða, b, cÞ and △ðA, B, CÞ, the fol-
lowing mathematical relationship is satisfied between the
straight line bc and the straight line BC:

qy − ay
� �

x + ax − qxð Þy + ay qx − axð Þ − ax qy − ay
� �

= 0,

by − cy
� �

x + cx − bxð Þy + cy bx − cxð Þ − c by − cy
� �

= 0:
ð30Þ

Order:

r1 = qy − ay,
s1 = ax − qx,

t1 = ay qx − axð Þ − ax qy − ay
� �

,
ð31Þ

r2 = by − cy ,
s2 = cx − bx,

t2 = cy bx − cxð Þ − cx by − cy
� �

:

ð32Þ

It can be seen from the calculation that the coordinates
of the intersection of the two straight lines are

px =
s1t2 − s2t1
r1s2 − r2s1

,

py =
r2t1 − s1t2
r1s2 − r2s1

:

ð33Þ

Since the positions of the points are relative, the follow-
ing equation holds:

bpj j
bcj j =

BPj j
BCj j ,

apj j
aqj j =

APj j
AQj j :

ð34Þ

According to the position of point Q relative to the trian-
gle ðA, B, CÞ, the coordinates of Q are calculated, and then,
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Figure 11: Comparison of time-consuming matching of each feature algorithm under different noises.

Table 3: MAE for different test datasets.

Optimization
algorithm

MAE
B005
dataset

B006
dataset

B007
dataset

SGD 0.0089_ 0.0081_ 0.0401_

Adam 0.0033_ 0.0011_ 0.0817_

Table 4: RMSE of different test datasets.

Optimization
algorithm

RMSE
B005
dataset

B006
dataset

B007
dataset

SGD 0.0657 0.0619_ 0.1274_

Adam 0.0132_ 0.0126_ 0.0817_
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the coordinate error between δ1, q, and Q can be obtained
[22].

δ1,x = qx −Qxj j,
δ1,y = qy −Qx

��� ���: ð35Þ

If thedouble coordinate errors of pointq are all less than the
given threshold, the matching is considered reasonable. The
double-matching position criterion can avoid the problem that
the points in the image tend to be on a straight line through the
traditional algorithm and bring about a large error.

3.2. Adam Optimization Algorithm. In the neural network of
deep learning, Adam is a first-order optimization algorithm
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Figure 12: Comparison of MAEs of the two optimizations in different test datasets.
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Figure 13: Comparison of RMSEs of the two optimizations in different test datasets.

Figure 14: LLE-SIFT algorithm matching.
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that can solve the stochastic gradient descent problem [23];
instead of the traditional method, it is based on the training
data iteratively updating the neural network weights. The
algorithm estimates the first and second moments of the gra-
dient of each parameter from the final function [24], and
computes it with an exponential moving average. Under
the condition that the enlargement and reduction of features
remain unchanged, the problem of high noise and gradient
dilution in the iterative process is solved, and the formula
is expressed as follows:

θ
k+1ð Þ
i = θ

kð Þ
i − g kð Þ

i , ð36Þ

g kð Þ
i = ηv̂ kð Þ

iffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ŝ kð Þ
i + ε

q , ð37Þ

v̂ kð Þ
i = v kð Þ

i

1 − βk
1
, ð38Þ

ŝ kð Þ
i = s kð Þ

i

1 − βk
2
: ð39Þ

In the above formula, in the iterative process of the

parameter space, k represents the number of iterations, θðkÞi

represents the first i feature parameter, gðkÞi represents the
value of the distance along the gradient descent ðkÞ, and
ŝðkÞi and v̂ðkÞi are the bias corrections for the exponentially
decaying mean of the power and quadratic historical gradi-
ents, respectively [25].

4. Experimental Simulation

In order to ensure the compatibility of the algorithm, a large
amount of data is used for experimental verification. The

experimental objects are as follows: the number of successful
matching points, the matching accuracy rate, and the match-
ing time-consumption. The advantages of the algorithm
before and after the improvement are often determined
through the above comparison angles. According to the
above four considerations, after summarizing, an experi-
mental comparison is made in terms of accuracy and time.
Finally, the improved superiority of this paper is compared
through the real case of the plastic art feature extraction of
the northern nomadic civilization.

4.1. LLE-SIFT Feature Algorithm for Gaussian White Noise
Correlation Difference Experimental Simulation. This part
of the experiment is mainly to compare the performance of
different algorithms under different Gaussian white noise.
We explore the comparison of experimental results when σ
is 10, 20, 40, and 80. The comparison of the intelligent image
recognition algorithms of the terminal is shown in Table 1.
From Tables 1 and 2, it can be seen that the more Gaussian
white noise, the greater the impact on the algorithm, and the
success rates of the three are relatively low, but among the
three, LLE-SIFT still maintains a high performance in differ-
ent Gaussian white noises. The success rate and matching
time are also the lowest. The comparison of the three algo-
rithms under the change of noise conditions is shown in
Figures 10 and 11 (NMK: matching logarithm; NCMK:
matching successful logarithm; RCM: matching correct rate;
T : matching time.)

4.2. Experiments on the Performance Comparison of Adam
Optimization Algorithm. Based on the introduction of the
Adam optimization algorithm proposed in this paper, taking
the neural network GUR as an example, the Adam optimiza-
tion algorithm is evaluated by comparing the mean absolute
error and square mean error of the two models SGD-GUR
and Adam-GUR in multiple different datasets. The perfor-
mance of the experimental data is shown in Tables 3 and
4, and the experimental comparison diagrams are shown in
Figures 12 and 13.

MAE is the mean absolute error, and RMSE is the root
mean square error. From the experimental data obtained
in Table 3, it can be seen that the mean absolute errors of
the SGD-GUR model in the three datasets are 0.0089,
0.0081, and 0.0401. The average value is 0.0190, while the
average absolute variance of the Adam-GUR model in the

Figure 15: LLE-SIFT algorithm matching.

Table 5: Performance of each algorithm under rotation and scale
changes.

Calculate C NMK NCMK RCM (%) T (s)

SIFT 435 351 80.8 7.46

PCA-SIFT 411 325 79.2 5.88

LLE-SIFT 392 360 92.0 3.48
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three datasets is 0.0033, 0.0081, and 0.0817; the average
value is 0.031; and the experimental data obtained is shown
in Table 4. It can be seen that for the SGD-GUR model, the
root mean square errors of the three datasets are 0.0657,
0.0619, and 0.1274, with an average of 0.085. The root mean
square error of the Adam-GUR model in the three datasets
is 0.0132, 0.0126, and 0.0817, and its mean is 0.0358. After
the visual presentation of Figures 12 and 13, it can be clearly
found that different datasets will affect the training of the
model to different degrees. The GUR model using the Adam
optimization algorithm solves the problem of accuracy
decline and improves the prediction accuracy, making it
more stable.

4.3. Examples of Feature Extraction of Plastic Arts of
Nomadic Civilization in Northern Grasslands. Select the
experimental image and rotate and scale it by a certain
degree, as shown in Figures 14 and 15. The feature points
are extracted by the LLE-SIFT algorithm, the experimental
data table is shown in Table 5, and the experimental com-
parison diagrams are shown in Figures 16 and 17.

The other two comparison algorithms, SIFT and PCA-
SIFT, are compared with the improved algorithm in this
paper. From the experimental data obtained in Table 3, it
can be seen that the LLE-SIFT feature algorithm performs

better than the other two algorithms; the comparison of
the three algorithms under different image orientation
changes is shown in Figures 16 and 17. Although the image
has undergone operations such as rotation, scaling, and
excluding the influence of low image edge contrast, the
LLE-SIFT feature algorithm can still maintain a high match-
ing success rate.

The purpose of the three comparative experiments in
this article is to demonstrate the advantages of the LLE-
SIFT algorithm in processing images under the above con-
ditions. It is not difficult to find that among the three
algorithms, both the matching accuracy and the time con-
sumption are better than the other two algorithms. In the
experiment, we do not have a fixed matching logarithm,
which is based on the computing power of the computer
and has nothing to do with the pros and cons of the
algorithm.

5. Conclusion

Reviewing the foreword, this paper discusses the perfor-
mance of the plastic arts of the nomadic civilization in the
northern grasslands based on the performance of the algo-
rithm level under the deep learning and the test of the sim-
ulation experiment, which has shown excellent
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Figure 17: Comparison of the time-consuming matching of each algorithm under rotation and scale changes.
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Figure 16: Comparison of matching accuracy of each algorithm under rotation and scale changes.
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performance. It is precisely because the advantages and
characteristics of deep learning are applied to the plastic
arts, the deep and shallow network is constructed as its
input and feature recognition, which solves the problem of
image feature recognition. At the same time, the convolu-
tion idea is introduced to make its features enlarged, which
is more conducive to feature recognition, extraction, and
analysis. In the simulation experiments in this paper, the
experimental results show that the improved feature algo-
rithm in this paper and the optimization algorithm for deep
learning neural network have good performance, but
because the hyperbolic tangent or sigmoid function used
by the model as the activation function will make the neural
network, the gradient decay on the network layer makes the
model very difficult to build and train. These are issues that
we need to pay attention to. On the road of future develop-
ment, in the case of ensuring the translation effect of the
model, nonsaturating activation functions, such as the
ReLU function, can be used instead of the original ones to
prevent the decay of the network architecture, further
shorten the training time of the model, and make the model
easier to build and train.

Data Availability

The experimental data used to support the findings of this
study are available from the corresponding author upon
request.
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